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ABSTRACT ETL

Introducing the 
next automation
standard

No code automation
Built-in integration templates to 
automate multi-source data 
integration, based on Data Vault 2.0 
standards.

Industry-specific 
metrics store
Customers write and share 
templates to automate 
custom business logic on top of 
the integration layer.

Model-driven
integrated data transformation 
patterns , not isolated
data pipelines



Data Repository

Extraction Load

LoadExtract Transform Consume

AI/ML

Other tools…

DataOps Data Governance

115 sources 
on average

Modern data workflows follow three steps:

E – Extract data from sources (could be hundreds of sources)

L – Load data into target databases, such as Snowflake

T – Transform the data coming from myriad sources to be able to 
fit target data structure. Transformation takes 80-90% of ELT 
workflow. We automate data transformation

Automated Data 
Transformation

Building

Data Integration - ELT Structured

Semi-
Structured

Unstructured

Analytics

Some decisions on tooling

Autoloader

Dashboards

Delta
Storage

Unity Catalog



How the datasets were loaded
WEBSHOP 
PERIOD1

WEBSHOP 
PERIOD2

WEBSHOP 
PERIOD3

ROADSHOW 
DAY1

ROADSHOW 
DAY2

ROADSHOW 
DAY3

WEBSHOP
VIEWS

ROADSHOW
VIEWS

EX STG RDV BV INFORMATION 
MARTS REPORTS



How the datasets were loaded

WEBSHOP 
PERIOD1

WEBSHOP 
PERIOD2

WEBSHOP 
PERIOD3

ROADSHOW 
DAY1

ROADSHOW 
DAY2

ROADSHOW 
DAY3

INIT LOAD
(empty)

INCR LOAD1
17/6 16:00

WEBSHOP 
PERIOD0

ROADSHOW 
DAY0

INCR LOAD2
17/6 17:00

INCR LOAD3
17/6 18:00 17/6 19:00

RDV loads start at the hour, meaning that load dates 
are slightly above the hour. BV snapshots will capture 
the situation the next hour (just before the next period 
is loaded)



Business view and reality 
don’t always match up

Source data 
model

Data 
Facts

Conceptual data 
model

Views
Concepts



AUTOMATION

Data-driven meets Model-driven

Data-driven automation
Speed up building the physical data model using 
metadata harvested from your data sources

Model-driven automation
Speed up building the physical data model by 
importing conceptual model metadata



0. Jedi test

Recreate the 
source from 
the DV

Using VaultSpeed
studio, you can 
create anything on 
top of the Raw 
Vault.

For this use case, 
we built JEDI 
views that 
recreate the 
source.



0. Jedi test

Recreate the 
source from 
the DV

Using VaultSpeed
studio, you can 
create anything on 
top of the Raw 
Vault.

For this use case, 
we built JEDI 
views that 
recreate the 
source.

Raw vault minus source: only the orphan records are different

Source minus raw vault



1. Hierarchical link

Raw Vault 
modeling
Self reference on 
Product category 
table



1. Hierarchical link

Raw Vault 
modeling
The result in the 
raw vault is a hub 
with a link that 
contains the 
hierarchical data



1. Hierarchical link

Business 
Vault
Automatic 
creation of 2 
snapshot PITs on 
each Hub.

Using the PITs we 
build 2 
Dimensions 
(Product and 
Product Category) 
That we can 
combine in a view 
a bridge 
combining the 2 
hubs and links.



1. Hierarchical link

Presentation 
Layer?
VaultSpeed Studio 
template for  
dimension views 
based on 
snapshot pits

The Snapshot Pits 
are perfect to 
watch the data at 
a certain point in 
time.

We’ll show how 
that is convenient 
to track changes 
in use case 13.

Dim Produkt

Dim Produkt Kategorie



1. Hierarchical link

Business Vault

A bridge combining the 2 
hubs and links we need to 
build the product hierarchy

In the detailed view, notice 
how we prefixed multiple 
instances of the same hub 
for them to be able to exist in 
the same bridge more then 
once.



Dim Produkt Kategorie

1. Hierarchical link

Dim Produkt

Dim Produkt Kategorie

Using these 
structures, we 
have all the 
tools to report 
on the product 
hierarchy and 
on its changes.



2. Multi-active satellite

Build 
wohnort as a 
multi-active 
satellite

In the source 
modeler, tag the 
wohnort object 
with the satellite 
signature and 
make it multi-
active.



2. Multi-active satellite
Build wohnort
as a multi-
active satellite

We can indeed find 
some real multi-
active examples in 
the data with 
overlapping 
addresses.

We could also have 
modelled this by 
isolating the relation 
between address 
and kundeid and 
model that as a link 
between Kunde and 
Adress



3. Identifying relationship and driving keys

Bestellungen and 
Positions are both 
modeled as hubs 
in this case

They are connected trough 
a link: 
LNK_POSITION_BESTELLUNG
In case of M:N links, 
VaultSpeed can set a 
driving key, but here it is 
not needed as the 
standard link with a satlink
between both hubs will 
capture the relation 
correctly.



3. Identifying relationship and driving keys

Bestellungen and 
Positions are both 
modeled as hubs 
in this case

They are connected trough 
a link: 
LNK_POSITION_BESTELLUNG
In case of M:N links, 
VaultSpeed can set a 
driving key, but here it is 
not needed as the 
standard link with a satlink
between both hubs will 
capture the relation 
correctly.

7 relations deleted between period 1 and 2,
6 relations deleted between period 2 and 3  

(the ones that correspond to the 5 deletions of bestellung
in test case 12 )



3. Identifying relationships 

Changes between 
Vereinspartner and Kunde

These changes are being tracked 
trough links:
LNK_KUNDE_VEREINSTPARTNER
and
LNK_VEREINSTPARTNER_ KUNDE

We modelled a link in both 
directions. This is easy to do using 
VaultSpeed’s source editor.

Note that have a tab in the source 
editor that shows the data vault 
model based on what we know from 
this source (so before any 
integration with other sources)



3. Identifying relationships 

Changes between 
Vereinspartner and Kunde

These changes are being tracked 
trough links:
LNK_KUNDE_VEREINSTPARTNER
and
LNK_VEREINSTPARTNER_ KUNDE

We modelled a link in both 
directions. This is easy to do using 
VaultSpeed’s source editor.

Note that have a tab in the source 
editor that shows the data vault 
model based on what we know from 
this source (so before any 
integration with other sources)

Overview of how many satlinks per customer id (so how many times a 
customer changed association partner)



3. Identifying relationships 

Changes between 
Vereinspartner and Kunde

These changes are being tracked 
trough links:
LNK_KUNDE_VEREINSTPARTNER
and
LNK_VEREINSTPARTNER_ KUNDE

We modelled a link in both 
directions. This is easy to do using 
VaultSpeed’s source editor.

Note that have a tab in the source 
editor that shows the data vault 
model based on what we know from 
this source (so before any 
integration with other sources)

Overview of customers without vereinspartner (~NL~) across loads
(detail: the value that is give the the unknown and orphan records can be configured)



3. Identifying relationships 

Changes between 
Vereinspartner and Kunde

These changes are being tracked 
trough links:
LNK_KUNDE_VEREINSTPARTNER
and
LNK_VEREINSTPARTNER_ KUNDE

We modelled a link in both 
directions. This is easy to do using 
VaultSpeed’s source editor.

Note that have a tab in the source 
editor that shows the data vault 
model based on what we know from 
this source (so before any 
integration with other sources)

Case where a relationship changes and also changes back to the first version



4. M:N relations without a key

Transactional 
Links or Non-
historized 
links
Lieferung is 
modelled here as 
a transactional 
link. Each instance 
will be treated as 
a transaction.



4. M:N relations without a key

Transactional 
link
Lieferung is 
modelled here as 
a transactional 
link. Each instance 
will be treated as 
a transaction.



4. M:N relations without a key

Transactional 
link
Lieferung is 
modelled here as 
a transactional 
link. Each instance 
will be treated as 
a transaction.

Extra option:
in case you have 
transactional links 
with deletes, we 
offer the option to 
handle this by 
inserting the 
negative of the 
delete transaction.



5. Early integration

Grouping and 
splitting bestellung
and position 
objects

VaultSpeed offers the 
capabilities to integrate 
data early in the RDV. In 
this case we use our 
splitter and the hub 
grouping.

Bestellung and position are 
tangled up in 1 entity in RS 
source. Therefore we split 
them into the business 
keys we want to model:
Bestellung and Position

Webshop

Roadshow



5. Early integration
Grouping and 
splitting bestellung
and position 
objects

Once we prepare to build 
the RDV model. We 
integrate both source on 
their common business 
keys.

We modelled them as 
multi-master objects:
Objects in the raw vault will 
get a SRC_BK as the 
business key collision 
code. This will make sure 
that potential overlapping 
business keys will be 
loaded correctly.



5. Early integration

Grouping and splitting 
bestellung and position 
objects

We decided that the position key for 
the roadshow source should be 
bestellungID and ProductID, that 
makes it the most similar to the 
webshow source, where a position is 
influenced by having different 
products in 1 order, or having to 
deliver them to different addresses.

Therefore we make sure the business 
keys are ordered correctly, we can 
also rename the BK of the grouped 
hub.



5. Early integration in the model

Grouping and 
splitting 
bestellung and 
position objects

The positions and 
bestellungen hubs are 
both grouped together 
in 1 physical hub table. 
Each source has a 
satellite joined to this 
hub.

Note that also the link 
will be grouped 
together with two 
source specific 
satlinks attached

Number of records loaded per SRC in both hubs

hub_bestellungen hub_positions



6. Reference tables

Ref table
Just select the correct 
signature object and it will we 
treated as a ref table. A 
standard REF table does 
truncate insert

You can choose to load new 
records in there using the load 
date for historical comparison.

Easy to join to the snapshot 
PITs



6. Reference tables

Ref table
Just select the correct 
signature object and it will we 
treated as a ref table. A 
standard REF table does 
truncate insert

You can choose to load new 
records in there using the load 
date for historical comparison.

Easy to join to the snapshot 
PITs



7. Duplicates loading the data
Duplicates are solved in 
RDV load

Using hash diff to tell the difference 
and intra load-cycle  changes 
activated in parameters

A duplicate BK that is exactly the 
same will generate the same 
HASHDIFF and will be loaded once in 
the SAT.

A duplicate BK with different values 
will have a different hashdiff and will 
be loaded to the SAT with both 
instances. Otherwise, you lose data. 
The load date of the second record is 
augmented by +2 microseconds. 
Order of the SATs is in this case not 
exact as we do not know it.

STAGING: notice the EQUAL calculation and identical hashdiffs
for productid 20

RAW VAULT SATELLITE: the record that was equal was filtered out

EXTRA INFO
VaultSpeed also supports having an 
attribute that contains the sequence of 
the data (for example the logposition if 
you have a CDC system in place)



8. Rows without business key

Missing BK’s are 
solved in the Raw 
Vault

Since the business key is 
not provided, we cannot 
calculate the hash key. 
That is why these records 
are loaded into the sat 
using the unknown 
record in the hub.

If the records are later on 
corrected, they will be 
loaded in the hub as well, 
and the old record will 
get delete flag = Y 
because it no longer 
exists.



9. Changes in the customer

Changes in 
source 
records

These are simply 
changed by the 
standard DV2 
approach. Using 
the hashdiff to 
identify changes. 
In this case the 
satellite will have 
3 instances of this 
customer.



10. Deletions in customer

Deletes in 
source 
records

These are simply 
changed by the 
standard DV2 
approach. Using 
the delete flag to 
indicate a record 
was deleted. In 
this case the 
satellite will have 
3 instances of this 
customer. 1 with 
delete flag = Y .

Note that 
VaultSpeed can 
also do end dating 
logic. In that case 
you would only 2 
SAT records. The 
first one would be 
end dated on the 
delete.



11. Adresses without customers

If the PK <> BK

REFERENTIAL_INTEGRITY_VALIDATED
Enabling this parameter will make sure that 

referential integrity of the link is validated 
when loading. In case the link is not found, the 
record will be loaded into a ERR table and can 

be picked up later on.

REFERENTIAL_INTEGRITY_FORCE_LINK_LOAD
When enabled, it will force the link load even if 
it cannot be found. The record will point to the 

unknown record until the parent record is 
provided.

If the child table holds a parent HUB BK that does not exist in the parent HUB. 
There are 2 scenarios

If the PK = BK

Then loading the LINK and HUB is perfectly 
possible.

The EARLY_ARRIVING_FACTS parameter is 
enabled. This will ensure the HUB can also be 
loaded from the child object.

The model will be fully solved right away. Only 
the hub will not have a satellite loaded from 
the source that provided the parent data late.



11. Adresses without customers

Show test 
cases in 
report

The exercise only 
had examples 
where PK = BK.
There are  no error 
tables needed 
here, VaultSpeed
and the DV2 
standard fixes this 
for us

LINK SATLINK HUB SAT

Note that the hub will 
be loaded from the link 
(you can see this in the 
record source)
EARLY_ARRIVING_FACTS 
parameter

Note that the sat will of 
course not be populated 
for these records, as 
there is no valid SAT 
data for them



12. Deletions of orders

Deletes in 
source records

These are simply 
changed by the 
standard DV2 
approach and this 
logic comes OOTB 
with VaultSpeed.

Using the delete flag 
to indicate a record 
was deleted. The 
satellite for orders will 
have delete flag = Y 
for the orders that 
were deleted.

Note that VaultSpeed
can also do end 
dating logic. In that 
case the SAT record 
would be end dated 
on the delete 
timestamp.



13. Changes in the dimensions (product hierarchy)

Changes in 
hierarchy
The product 
hierarchy 
changes can be 
captured by using 
the setup 
described in use 
case 1

For example
consider product 
id 6

Period 1:

Period 1 à 2

Period 2 à 3



Dim Produkt Kategorie

Dim Produkt

14. Key figures as result control

PIT_HOURLY_POSITION

PIT_HOURLY_BESTELLUNG

Dim Bestellung

Dim Position

BRIDGE_PROD_POS_BEST



14. Key figures as result control

Products ordered per product



14. Key figures as result control

Revenue of ordered products



Dim Produkt Kategorie

14. Key figures as result control

HRef Termintreue 

PIT_HOURLY_BESTELLUNG

Dim Bestellung

BRIDGE_LIEFERUNG_BESTELLUNG

BRIDGE_PROD_POS_BEST



14. Key figures as result control

Open order

Open orders



14. Key figures as result control

Delivered orders



14. Key figures as result control

Time between order an deliver



15. Business rules

Identify the customer 
if the name is not 
given.

Create a bridge to “bridge” 
the gap between order and 
association partner.

On top of the bridge, you 
can build custom SQL 
logic.



15. Business rules

Identify the customer 
if the name is not 
given.

Capture the relation in a 
”link across sources”

These LAS will be deployed 
in the business vault



16. Data Lineage

Lineage 
provided by 
data 
VaultSpeed
Full metadata 
export available 
providing input for 
technical impact 
analysis.

Can be exported 
using GUI or REST 
API



16. Data Lineage

Lineage 
provided by 
data 
VaultSpeed
Full metadata 
export available 
providing input for 
technical impact 
analysis.

Can be exported 
using GUI or REST 
API



16. Data Lineage

Lineage 
provided by 
data 
platform
More and more 
modern data 
platforms 
introduce this in 
their standard 
offering.

Databricks Unity 
Catalog provides 
end2end column 
level lineage for 
end users based 
on actual data 
flows of the last 
30 days.



17. Error handling

All 
workflows 
generated by 
VaultSpeed 
are fully 
restartable
No loss of data or 
inconsistencies 
will arise.

Workflows can 
also partially be 
restarted.

Link to job log 
details in target 
platform



17. Error handling
Load 
duration 
analysis

Check if 
process 
duration is 
diverting from 
the expected



17. DQ check

Build data 
quality 
templates with 
VaultSpeed 
studio
Example: build a 
template that checks if 
a certain field contains 
valid credit card data

Databricks has a 
function to do ah Luhn
check on Credit Card 
no.

The results are 
alarming for our 
roadshow ;-)

Easy to build in VaultSpeed Studio and to apply on all attributes across 
my RDV that contain credit card numbers. 

Start by defining a business signature “CREDIT_CARD_NUMBERS” and 
applying that to the RDV fields we want to test.  



17. DQ check

Build data 
quality 
templates with 
VaultSpeed 
studio
Example: build a 
template that checks if 
a certain field contains 
valid credit card data

Databricks has a 
function to do ah Luhn
check on Credit Card 
no.

The results are 
alarming for our 
roadshow ;-)

Build a template using the signature we just defined and tagged. 
This will generate a DQ view in our designated schema (we chose to 
deploy it along with the rest in the information_marts schema, you could 
also define your own DQ shema… 



17. DQ check

Build data 
quality 
templates with 
VaultSpeed 
studio
Example: build a 
template that checks if 
a certain field contains 
valid credit card data

Databricks has a 
function to do a Luhn
check on Credit Card 
number strings.

The results are 
alarming for our 
roadshow ;-)

That’s a lot of fake credit cards guys…



17. DQ check

Integrate with 
best of breed DQ 
solution providers

VaultSpeed fully unlocks 
its metadata trough its 
REST API

You can build REST API 
integrations with tools like 
Collibra, DataOps.live, 
Monte Carlo,…



18. Orchestration

Configure, 
generate and 
autodeploy
workflows
Mutiple flavors
available:
- Apache Airflow
- Azure data 

factory
- Generic (can be 

used in all schedulers)



18. Orchestration

FMC 
deployed in 
Airflow
Airflow is one of 
the options to 
deploy your 
scheduling. In this 
example, an 
Airflow DAG will 
call the Databricks 
notebooks



19. Deployment

Deployment is done 
automatically

- Directly on the target 
platform into your data 
runtime environment 
(typically on development)

- Into your designated git-repo 
(typically to feed it into CI/CD 
processes)

- Using a custom deploy script 
(to tailor the deployment 
entirely to your needs)



20. Scheduling

Scheduling can be 
configured entirely in 
VaultSpeed

- set a start date the intial load date 
and point from where subsequent 
loads will be fed into the DWH

- Set concurrency (how many jobs 
can run in parallel

- Group tasks together in execution 
blocks

- Schedule loads at regular intervals 
(only for batch loading, streaming 
does not need this setting)

- Set target and databricks cluster 
(or ETL tool  in other data stacks)

- Deploy this into your preferred 
scheduler



21. Supported DBs

Azure Data Factory

Google 
Cloud Composer

Azure 
Purview

ADEPT 
by

Data 
integration

Data 
workflows

Data 
governance

Data storage
& computer(meta)Data sources 

Generic 
FMC



ARCHITECTURE

• VaultSpeed is cloud SaaS
• No virtual machines, no AMI’s, no 

Dockers or Kubernetes needed
• Always running on the latest version
• Always using the latest DV2.0 support

• Lightweight Java Agent that sits in 
your network (hybrid approach)

• Agent handles source metadata 
harvest and code deployments

• Agent can be installed on any OS, 
using Java (oracle) JDK 8

• Install takes 10 minutes, installation 
scripts for Linux, Windows, MacOS 
available

22. Installation requirements



Core components 
to automate 
data transformation

GUI Template 
engine

Metadata 
repository

Store all types of metadata 
with zero effort.

Is capable of grouping 
metadata objects in 

signature groups.

Template engine that is 
capable of translating

repeatable logic into data 
transformation code. Both 
integration and business 

logic can be applied. 

Powerful data modeling 
interface enables users to 
harvest and enrich source 

metadata, to model the 
target outcome, to create 
signature groups and tag 
objects accordingly. The 

data modeler proposes you 
a solution, you just need to 

confirm, enrich, correct

Cloud

Cloud-native Saas ensures all 
learnings are shared across 

all customers. It also 
drastically lowers the TCO.



23? Not included: Data model changes
Changes to the data model
VaultSpeed has over 600 rules in the back checking for change 
and automatically deriving what do to if you change the model.

- New attribute
- Deleted attribute
- New BK attribute
- New source
- New relationship
- Deleted relationship
- Dropped table
- Master/slave changes
- Single master to multi-master change
- …

Our delta generation will generate the delta between 2 releases 
and also deliver the data migration scripts in case they are 
needed.

For example: a hash recalculation when the business key 
changes.



Data model driven
develop integrated loading 
patterns instead of isolated 
pipelines

Disruptive  Automation

GUI driven
object & attribute tagging
to apply repeatable logic

Abstract model 
templates 
to apply industry-specific logic
LTV, CAC, NPV, PRR, Defect density…

Pre-built integration templates 
for Data Vault
integration testing of DV2.0 template 
logic is our responsibility



Join us @ Snowflake Summit

Thank you

Want to 
learn more?

Read the docs
docs.vaultspeed.com

Talk to sales
sales@vaultspeed.com

Visit our website
www.vaultspeed.com

Join the community
community.vaultspeed.com

Jonas De Keuster
VP Marketing
VaultSpeed
Jonas.dekeuster@vaultspeed.com

Florian Mayer
Regional Director DACH & EE
VaultSpeed
Florian.mayer@vaultspeed.com


